BIU NEWS 2012 JULY
BIU SONICO MEETING
We are going to inform you the agenda as follows.
No. ITEM
SITUATION
1

2

2

3

4

5

21 ELECTION OF BIU PRESIDENT

The term of candidacy for the BIU
president is from 2/July to 15 July.
Please send your proposal to BIU
head office in Japan.
GENERAL SECRETALY
Since Enric Rubio left BIU, Marius
Molla of BUE carried the post for
BIU and worked for us. He
resigned BUU and Rafa is the
representative in BUE. But we are
not sure who is taking GS post
now.
CALENDAR 2013 WBC
Please bring your proposal to the
meeting. Up to now we have no
any proposal from delegate. The
most possibility is Japan because
I am involving this project. but it
is not 100% sure now. Still needs
the adjustment with people.
DISCUSSION ABOUT WBC THIS
We should have this discussion to
YEAR AND THE FUTURE
improve our WBC. For this, we
should have the target and
challenge. For example, how we
increase participants and
Nations for WBC?
DISCUSSION ABOUT RULES FOR
We should not change penalty
THE NEXT YEAR AND THE FUTURE system. Just the other system
concerning to organizing WBC
from the next year.
OTHER THE ITEMS
In case we need.

News No. 005 dated 03/07/2012
FROM CHINA
Dear Hiro
As you know I have contacted with a city 2 years before, I will talked about
WBC 2013 with the Chief officer in next 2 months. The place is as below:

http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2637
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Jason,
It is a very beautiful place! And it looks a perfect venue for Biketrial. I am
already looking forward to visit China.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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2012 WBC (R1 FRANCE, R2 CATALONIA & R3 ITALY)
Dear Hiro,
can you send me Excel File of Entry List and Ranking, please ?
Giuliano
Dear Hiro,
This year do you to send us the Excel file to treat the results???
Sincerely yours,
j-Luc
Dear Jean-Luc and Giuliano,
Sure. I closed Entry and now I am working for the soft wear for each round.
I need to check if it works..
Pleas wait a little bit more.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro
I just saw the new list of jury. It should be much better for me and the jury if
I could change place with Stefan Pcola, because I will arrive late to Saix
and Sonico so I will probably miss the checking of sections. Igualada is
much better for me because I will be there in good time before the event.
Sincerely yours
Roger
Dear Hiro,
No problem I can wait for the soft wear. Thank you for your works. I think
that he will it's a pity be not to see you among us on 2 rounds before Italy !!
I saw that Libor wanted to help you but you refused...!! You can again
change opinion, we would be quite delighted by your presence especially I
because I wish to stop after this last event in France.

My friendships
Jean-Luc
Dear Hiro,
about your proposal for Proxi President in France. My presence. As you
know we are on work very strong for WBC in Sonico and I was
programmed to go in Saix with Roberto and Fabio. I have programmed to
go in Saix because I know the high level of organization by Yannik and
Jean Luc. So me and my team will be in Saix to see section and other
things about organization in Saix. But my schedule time is this:
We arrive in Saix the Friday afternoon.
We leave Saix the Sunday morning.
So it’s not possible for me accept your request. Sorry for this.
Keep in touch,
Giuliano

BIU OFFICIAL FOR 2012 WBC
I modified the plan as below. Please check it.
ROUND 1 FRANCE
The proxy president: Radim Kakac
The WBC manager: Radim Kakac
Read juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: France/Jean-Luc Chevalier
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: Italy/ Giuliano Gualeni
Jury 4: Jury 4: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Reserve jury: Sweden/Roger Backgren
ROUND 2 CATALONIA
The proxy president: Radim Kakac
The WBC manager: Radim Kakac
Read juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: GB/Anthony Rew
Jury 4: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Reserve jury: Sweden/Roger Backgren
ROUND 3 ITALY
The president: Hiroshi Hirano
The WBC manager: Hiroshi Hirano
Read juror: Radim Kakac
July 1: Italy/Giuliano Gualeni
July 2: Catalonia/Josep Abant
July 3: Japan/Fumio Yamamoto
Jury 4: Slovakia/Stefan Pcola
Reserve jury: Sweden/Roger Backgren

ABOUT HIRO’ TRIP PLAN
Dear Hiro,
Thank you for sending all communication to me. I thing I have already
written everything important about this issue and now we await your final
decision and hopefully you come to Europe. I just want to add about my
participation because I haven’t got any request from BIU yet. I read in an email from Giuliano that I am ready to take your position during 2 rounds of
WBC. I am sorry but I haven’t said it and I cannot to do it this year. It is too
late for me to change my plans. After 3 European international
competitions this year I am not able to do it for my company and family
reasons. I rely on BIU you take care of these events. I was not aware
sooner and now, for the last moment, I am not able to change my plans. My
plan was to come to France for Saturday evening to meet you and
organizers and to be in Italy for the whole competition. I haven’t got any
request from BIU in advance. I expected President and BIU Committee
takes their job as it was rule in the past. EBU is ready to pay your flight
tickets to Europe and back and take care about your stay here in
cooperation with our organizers if you can participate in all 3 rounds.
Everything is ready from our side to apply it and you are very welcome.
Just let me know please. I hope to see you in France where we can
together with our delegates start discussion how to improve our system of
BIU and BikeTrial for the future. Afterwards we can close and make a good
conclusion in Italy during BIU General meeting. My opinion is to meet just
shortly in Italy during WBC final is very tough and I am afraid there is not
enough time to find a good result.
Best regards,
Libor
Dear Libor,
Thanks for your mail. I already wrote everything in my last mail to Giuliano.
So I hope you understood it. I did not ask you to be there for the first 2
rounds officially because I know you are busy. I understood the reason. I
think I should ask the solution to BIU delegate who has experience to
organize WBC. I choose Radim Kakac. There is no any person instead of
him. I think this choice is right and I hope he will accept it. I have no
answer from him yet. I need your help to support this plan.
I enjoy very much to help WBC till today. But the situation is changing all
the time and now it is not easy moment. We can also read our serious
problem in the entry list of each round in this time. Only 14 countries (one
of the lowest number) in the first round. This in not normal for WBC. That is
why I tried to kill this possibility in the beginning of this season by having
meeting with the organizers. It was a help and cost for me. But I tried
because it was really necessary. Therefore my disappointment to myself
was very big when I closed the entry. Unfortunately my message does not
reach them except Italy. I feel it is pity. I should think the reason and find
the solution for the next. Libor, I am not asking the tickets to EBU. I can
pay it but it has to be the minimum for this time. If the organizer need my

attendance, they should pay the cost. It is normal. Instead of it, there is no
restriction.
Up to now, I do not see anything any way that I can make it better. I only
see the agreement was broken (it was different if they tried necessary
publicity). So now let me take my reason first. As you have things to do, so
am I that I cannot spend 21 days in Europe. I have to do many things to
start over my life with adjust to the situation where I am in after 3.11. It
changed so many things. It is the first time in last 20 years in BIU but I
would like to keep the time for myself and my family than the other I
already see the results. If no, I cannoｔ resist or survive when the things
goes worse near in the future.
The deadline for booking my ticket is 17:00 tomorrow. But my answer is in
my mail to Giuliano already.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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